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Introduction 

Co-coaching is a concept where sports coaches 
share the responsibility of on-field facilitation and 
teaching of technical and tactical aspects of game 
development to enhance player learning and 
frequency of meaningful learning moments.  By 
creating more coaching moments coaches deliver  
higher quality coach player interactions and  
coaches develop strategies and processes that 
provide and more individualised coaching process 
to support better coaching outcomes for players. 


The specific benefits of the co-coaching model vs 
the team coaching model is that one is focused on 
utilising the specific strengths and capabilities of 
the coaching group as a whole to deliver impactful 
on-field learning vs the more commonly used 
models where 1 coach will lead specific tactical or 
technical practices with limited or no support or 
co-coaching interaction from other coaches in the 
coaching team. 


Why is it important to explore the co-coaching model  

Direct benefits for coaches - Enhanced frequency of meaningful coaching moments to 
support player learning, Sense of connection and contribution to wider parts of the 
session program, Stepping outside the comfort zone and developing a capability to 
coach more aspects of the game vs simply specialised elements, Coaching team 
connection and alignment , developing a common languages, players get used to being 
coached not the run, maximise time and impact through enhanced frequency and quality 
of hot coaching interactions.   


Direct benefit for players - Enhanced frequency of meaningful coaching moments to 
support player learning, more eyes on the specific detail to support technical and tactical 
development, opportunity to utilise the impactful peer coaching model aligned to this co 
-coaching model, more coaching interactions, opportunities to explore more 
individualised support and specific remedial coaching opportunities, players become 



more coachable and used to sort feedback and challenge themselves to learn and adapt 
more often from live feedback.


Example- We  have all seen the high attrition rates in junior coaching  across the world, it 
is very prominent that a more a self professed more  knowledgeable and  experienced 
coach will takes the lead and facilitate close to 100% of the coaching practice with one or 
more co-coaches sanding around collecting cones or being thrown into a coaching 
situation without the proper lead in to set that person up for success, I am hopinmgt heat 
with exploring he co coaching model we will create far more collaborative and connected 
coaching teams where there is significant learning and growing being done ions eh 
coaching group and the playing group at the same time, we are educating growing the 
capability confidence and expectations in our coaching groups that will bring out the 
unique skills of those individuals so they feel that they can contribute to a positive 
learning environment.


Specific ways to develop a co-coaching model 

Potentially the most important consideration when thinking about developing a co 
coaching model is the desire to create an aligned and connected coaching group. Many 
coaching groups suffer from high coach ego where specific coaches feel they need to 
drive and deliver certain aspects of the game, I recognise this particularly being important 
in the professional coaching ranks because there is a significant expectation on coaching 
specialisation and the accountability and responsibility aligned to that coaching structure. 


Outside of the professional game where the pressure on specialisation is less or does not 
exist there is no reason why we cannot explore robustly the opportunity to utilise the co-
coaching model as a genuine opportunity to enhance the learning experience of our 
players. Here are some specific tools to exp[lore the co-coaching model with your teams.


1.Pre- training alignment on key skills and language - the 
facilitation and co-coaching framework and how it will 
support players learning, this will include the purpose of the 
activity or training block and include specific language to 
used and specific cues and guides for the co-coach to 
explore with the players. 


2. Facilitation v coaching - take time in your planning to consider who is facilitating the 
specific coaching activities and who is coaching, this clarity of roles will set up those 
specific moments to allow the facilitator to organise and implement the delivery of the 
activity or drill and allow the coach to step back and focus on the detail within the drill 
the purpose the coaching language and the desired outcomes, maximising both the 
operational functionality of the session and the specific coaching information being 
shared. At the same time the facilitator can be armed with keywords or coaching cues 
to contribute to the coaching process by reinforcing key coaching points to players on 
the run.


3. Splitting the team into mini groups Often this is done by by positional groups or 
specific needs in terms of remedial skill acquisition, this then allows the coaching 



group to have meaningful and purposeful coaching moments with smaller groups 
identifying specific aspects related to their critical needs ie tactical technical 
expectations of the specific activity to support player learning ,a great example of this 
is to split the team into 4 groups 1 tight five,  2 loose forwards 3 game drivers 9 10 
12s at 4 outside backs during an attack activity and then feedback into those specific 
four groups with a coach facilitating that coaching conversation with alignment 
around specific outcomes or focus areas of development for the tactical and technical 
learning being shared at the time. Once again this will be guided by a pre-training 
connection conversation where there is clarity and alignment around specific 
language and expectations of those specific groups so that the coaching or co 
coaching is highly impactful and collaborative maximising time, energy and optimising 
the unique skills of there coaching group for an enhanced impact on player learning. 


4. Micro versus macro coaching this is a great approach with one person looking after 
the big picture elements of any specific game scenario or games based coaching 
activity whilst his co-coaches are looking closely at opportunities to coach specific 
technical detail on the run this allows one coach to step back and take responsibility 
for the tactical and decision-making elements of the game. His co-coaches are then 
empowered to focus specifically on the technical detail within the structures that often 
makes the game function work and creates opportunities for the team within a playing 
framework. This also works on solving eh skill vs structure conversation that we have 
so often as coaches where there has been a strong reliance in junior coaching on the 
structure or shape vs the specific fundamental skills that bring that shapes or 
structure to life ie catch pass, running line, evasion. Offload., continuity, footwork, 
contact etc. 


5. Game zone and skill zone - I know one areas of the game that is being explored at 
the moment is the combination of games sense in a GAME ZONE focusing on 
executing simple skills in game based learning scenarios or modified games to 
challenge skill sets in game situations versus specific SKILL ZONE skill based training 
where the development and acquisition of the critical fundamentals of any skill is 
focused upon in a closed activity based environment these are then combined to look 
at the transfer of skill set from the activity based training into game scenarios. This is 
a great example of how co-coaching can work with a coaching group of four for 
example you could easily split into two sets of two and have one pair focus on the big 
picture and one focused on the hot feedback or specific cues that would significantly 
multiply the meaningful moments of coach feedback or specific opportunities for 
enhanced player learning through the enhanced frequency of Coach feedback. Thuis 
also doubles up to ensure players are exploring different learning environment with the 
skill zone focused on activity based coaching with a skills acquisition focus and the 
game based coaching focused on transfer of skills to game scenarios and decision 
making, once agin enhancing the learning experience for the player. 


Impact on the learning environment - there a significant advantages in exploring the  
co-coaching model with your teams. Imagine an environment where your players were 
receiving both enhanced frequency and quality of coach interaction or coach connection 
during a particular session. Both the learning and the enjoyment would increase, and as 
research tells us modern players are highly motivated by their ability to learn and grow 
enhancing their connection to the playing group their capability to make on-field 
contributions through and enhanced skill set and a stronger sense of belonging and 
connection to the team will all be significant benefits of the co-coaching model. The co-



coaching model delivers key elements of this and makes complete sense in terms of 
enhancing the connection and contribution of the coaching group and the enhanced 
learning of the player group. Another key benefit of the co-coaching model or approach is 
the ability for this enhanced sense fo capability , and con section improves the 
confidence, self image and  self awareness that is so important for mental health and well 
being of young people.  


So what could it look like in a practical sense -  ultimately the co-coaching model will 
always be designed with the capability and skill sets of the specific coaches in mind in my 
experience the best co-coaching I have seen done is where multiple coaches are in 
unison coaching specific aspects of Team play using a common language using specific 
coaching cues to reinforce the key or lead coach deliver on his purpose and his desired 
technical and tactical outcomes for the session. It would very much sound like lots of 
coaches providing positive hot feedback to players who are open to feedback, one coach 
who leads and introduces any specific piece of work who is then supported with eh 
constant and deliberate interactions between coach and player as a constant. Players 
receiving feedback who are then actively trying to develop or improve skills with an every 
rep[ focus players are being challenged stretch in skills based and game play situations. 
The enhanced connection of the coaching group is also a major benefit where the players 
can clearly see that the whole coaching group are aligned connected and motivated to 
enhance the skill sets of the team and engaged with and a determined to deliver better 
coaching experiences through their connected efforts to ensure that they deliver a 
stimulating and positive learning environment.


Conclusion  

There is no doubt that if more coaches could embrace elements of the the co-coaching 
philosophy or model we would significantly enhance the player learning experience. This 
would not only help skill acquisition and game understanding it would also create strong 
levels of connection and belonging for players and key aspects like player retention player 
enjoyment wold increase accordingly. At the same there is a direct impact on an 
enhanced enjoyment and contribution element of the coaching group where coaches feel 
more engaged, connected and responsible for the player learning process and take 
ownership of facilitating learning moments and sessions using the co-coaching process 
to maximise the growth , development and specific skill acquisition of the playing group. 
The co-coaching model is a simple one that does require some extra planning and 
thought, I have observed it down well and it provides both enhanced cohesion 
collaboration and use of common language on the training field that would lead to 
significantly improved learning experiences for players that often is reflected with better 
on0-field skills and decision making. I hope you can embrace the co-coaching model as a 
simple tool to maximise Learning and enjoyment in your sporting or rugby environment.


 

 


 



